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Abstract
A long-standing assumption of cognitive neuroscience has been that working memory (WM) is accomplished by sustained,
elevated neural activity. More recently, theories of WM have expanded this view by describing different attentional states in
WM with differing activation levels. Several studies have used multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) of functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) and electroencephalography (EEG) data to study neural activity corresponding to these WM states.
Intriguingly, no evidence was found for active neural representations for information held in WM outside the focus of
attention (“unattended memory items,” UMIs), suggesting that only attended memory items (AMIs) are accompanied by an
active trace. However, these results depended on category-level decoding, which lacks sensitivity to neural representations
of individual items. Therefore, we employed a WM task in which subjects remembered the directions of motion of two dot
arrays, with a retrocue indicating which was relevant for an imminent memory probe (the AMI). This design allowed MVPA
decoding of delay-period fMRI signal at the stimulus-item level, affording a more sensitive test of the neural representation
of UMIs. Whereas evidence for the AMI was reliably high, evidence for the UMI dropped to baseline, consistent with the
notion that different WM attentional states may have qualitatively different mechanisms of retention.
Key words: attention, multivariate pattern analysis, neural representations, short-term memory, working memory

Introduction
Working memory (WM), the ability to transiently remember
information no longer present in the environment, is necessary
for many everyday behaviors, including carrying on a conversation, following the plot of a ﬁlm, and playing board games.
According to several inﬂuential theoretical models (Cowan, 1988;
McElree, 1998; Oberauer, 2002), WM can be understood as the
attentional selection of representations that underlie perception
and long-term memory (LTM). In these frameworks, information
may be transiently retained in any of several distinct states that
vary in their level of “activation,” with the activation level

determined by the allocation of attention. Each of these models
distinguishes between a capacity-limited state, comprising
highly accessible information selected by the focus of attention
(FoA), and a state that is characterized by a lower, intermediate
level of activation, comprising information that is in WM but not
currently in the FoA. We term information in those two states
“attended memory items” (AMIs) and “unattended memory
items” (UMIs). Depending on the nature of the to-be-remembered
stimuli, these state-based models can also be referred to as “activated long-term memory” or “sensorimotor recruitment” models
(reviewed in LaRocque, Lewis-Peacock et al., 2014).
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Recently, with the advent of multivariate pattern analysis
(MVPA) of neuroimaging data, state-based models of WM have
garnered considerable empirical support. With regard to “activated LTM,” for example, MVPA classiﬁers trained on functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data from a
retrieval-from-LTM task can successfully decode fMRI data
from a WM task using the same stimuli (Lewis-Peacock and
Postle, 2008). This could only be possible if the WM task
entailed the attentional activation of the same neural representations that had been engaged by the LTM task. With
regard to sensory recruitment, several studies have shown
that MVPA classiﬁers trained on sensory-evoked signal can
decode delay-period stimulus representations (Harrison and
Tong, 2009; Serences et al. 2009; Riggall and Postle 2012). Note,
however, that all of these studies address the retention of
information that is in the FoA. Our interest in the present
report is the physiological state of UMIs, representations that
are in WM, but outside the FoA.
With conventional procedures for testing WM, the to-beremembered item or items are of immediate behavioral relevance, and are therefore likely to be AMIs. Thus, the vast
majority of studies of neural activity related to WM have, in
effect, confounded the short-term retention of information
(i.e., “WM storage”) with attention. Consequently, many, if not
most, of the results supporting an active-trace account of WM
might reﬂect the FoA, rather than memory retention per se.
Indeed, two recent studies from our laboratory have called
into question the idea that UMIs are also supported by an
active trace (Lewis-Peacock et al. 2012; LaRocque et al. 2013). In
these experiments, each trial began with the presentation of
two stimuli, each from a different category (the categories
were pairs of line segments, pronounceable nonwords, and
words). After an initial delay period, a retrocue signaled which
of the two memory items would be the target of the ﬁrst memory probe. Based on previous behavioral studies (Oberauer
2005), we assumed that, during the ensuing delay period, the
cued item was an AMI, and the uncued item a UMI. Both items
had to be retained during this portion of the trial, because following the ﬁrst memory probe there was a second retrocue,
indicating (with P = 0.5) which of the two would be the
target of a second memory probe. Many behavioral studies
have established the efﬁcacy of this retrocuing technique
(e.g., LaRocque et al. 2013; Oberauer 2005). MVPA of neural
activity (measured with fMRI, Lewis-Peacock et al. 2012 and
electroencephalography, EEG, LaRocque et al. 2013) revealed
evidence for the active representation of the categories of both
items upon their initial presentation, but only for the category
of the AMI after the retrocue indicated which item would next
be probed. These results suggest that an active neural
representation might only be present for items in WM when
they are potentially relevant for an impending behavioral
response, and thus putatively held in the FoA. Provocatively,
they also suggest that UMIs may not be maintained in the
same manner as AMIs.
Although intriguing, the studies that have failed to ﬁnd evidence for an active neural representation of UMIs (LewisPeacock et al. 2012; LaRocque et al. 2013) are subject to an
important limitation, in that they decoded stimulus information at the level of the category of the stimuli, but not at the
level of the stimulus itself. Indeed, in these studies, the three
stimulus categories were constructed expressly to encourage
subjects to employ one of three different encoding strategies: a
visual sensory code for the line segment category; an auditory
sensory code for the nonwords category; or a semantic code for

the word category. It was reasoned that this would maximize
the ability to identify distinct neural signatures with MVPA,
and in this regard the design was successful. Of ultimate interest, however, is how subjects retain stimulus-speciﬁc information in order to respond correctly to the memory probe.
Decoding category-level information limits the interpretability
of the null ﬁnding with UMIs, due to its inherently lower sensitivity to within-category, item-speciﬁc features that must constitute the representation of any individual UMI. To illustrate
this lower sensitivity, consider the evidence that holding an
item in the FoA entails the broad attentional activation of attributes shared by many items belonging to the same category
(e.g., Polyn et al. 2005), whereas the retention of a UMI, in principle, need only entail the markedly reduced activation of just
the minimal number of features needed to represent that item.
Under such a scenario, a classiﬁer trained to generalize across
items within a category, and to learn only their shared attributes—which was the case for Lewis-Peacock et al. (2012) and
LaRocque et al. (2013)—would fail to detect activity representing features speciﬁc to a single item. To be concrete, for an
item from the “line segments” category of the previous studies,
such features could include the orientation of the stimuli—a
category-level classiﬁer could not be sensitive to different
orientations, because it was trained to learn only features in
common to all possible orientations, in particular those features that distinguished “line segments” from the other two
categories. A more deﬁnitive assessment of the neural bases of
the short-term retention of UMIs would draw all stimuli from
the same category, and train multivariate pattern classiﬁers
with greater sensitivity, such that they could discriminate
activity corresponding to each individual stimulus from a memory set.
We designed the present study to test the hypothesis that
item-speciﬁc neural representations in WM are maintained in
the same way after transitioning from AMI to UMI. We utilized
the retrocuing procedure described above, adopting as stimuli
dots moving coherently in one of three directions. These stimuli have been successfully decoded with MVPA in several previous studies, including in paradigms with multiple items
simultaneously in WM (Emrich et al. 2013), although never in
studies that explicitly controlled the FoA.

Methods
Subjects and General Procedure
Eight healthy subjects (3 female; mean age = 24.1, SD = 4.5
years) were recruited from the UW-Madison student population. All were screened for neurological and psychiatric disorders and for their ability to undergo a magnetic resonance
imaging session. All subjects performed short-term memory
tasks while being scanned with a 3-T MRI scanner. This
study was approved by the UW-Madison Institutional Review
Board.
The logic of the design was as follows. A one-item delayedrecognition task generated data unambiguously associated
with the WM for each of the three critical target directions,
which were used to train MVPA classiﬁers. These classiﬁers
were then used to decode fMRI signal from a second task, in
which subjects performed a two-item delayed-recognition task
with retrocues that generated AMIs and UMIs. This approach
allowed us to estimate classiﬁer evidence for AMIs and UMIs
using MVPA, the most direct measure of the level of activity of
neural representations.
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fMRI Data Acquisition and Preprocessing
Whole brain images were acquired with the 3 T MRI scanner
(Discovery MR750; GE Healthcare) at the Lane Neuroimaging
Laboratory at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Highresolution T1-weighted images were acquired for all subjects
with an FSPGR sequence (8.132 ms time repetition (TR), 3.18 ms
time echo (TE), 12° ﬂip angle, 156 axial slices, 256 × 256 inplane, 1.0 mm isotropic). Blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD)sensitive data were acquired using a gradient-echo, echoplanar
sequence (2 s TR, 25 ms TE) within a 64 × 64 matrix (39 sagittal
slices, 3.5 mm isotropic). Ten MRI acquisition runs were collected for each subject, alternating between 11-min blocks of a
two-item delayed-recognition task with retrocues and 7-min
blocks of a one-item delayed-recognition task: four of the latter
and six of the former were collected.
All fMRI data processing was performed in AFNI (Cox, 1996).
Subjects’ functional scans were re-aligned to the ﬁnal volume
of the last functional run, then to the anatomical scan collected
for each subject. The processing steps were slice-timing correction, detrending, conversion to percent signal change, and spatial smoothing with a 4-mm FWHM Gaussian kernel.

Tasks
Prior to the main experimental session, subjects performed a
brief practice session to become familiar with the behavioral
tasks. Subjects then underwent fMRI while performing two different delayed-recognition tasks in alternating blocks: a oneitem delayed-recognition task and a two-item delayed-recognition task with retrocues. Both tasks required subjects to brieﬂy
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remember the direction of motion of dots moving within a circular aperture.
In both tasks, the directions of motion on the majority of
trials took one of three values: 73°, 193°, or 313°. The remaining
trials had dot arrays moving in pseudo-randomly selected
directions. These trials were included to reduce the likelihood
of subjects realizing that the same three directions re-occurred
across trials; this strategy was also used previously (Emrich
et al. 2013). In the pre-experiment practice sessions, all stimuli
were drawn randomly from a uniform distribution. In postexperiment debrieﬁng, all subjects denied awareness that most
of the stimuli were drawn from a set of three directions of
motion.
For the duration of the experiment, the difﬁculty of the task
was adjusted to keep behavioral performance at ~75% accuracy
across subjects. This was accomplished by adjusting the degree
of mismatch between to-be-rejected memory probes and the
memory target, using a dynamic staircasing procedure (Levitt,
1971).

One-Item Delayed-Recognition Task
Each trial began with the presentation of an array of coherently
moving dots (sample, 1 s), followed by an 8-s delay period
(Fig. 1A). At the end of the delay period, a second array of moving dots appeared (probe, 2 s). Subjects were required to compare the direction of motion of the probe array with the
remembered direction of the sample, indicating whether the
directions were the same or not by pressing one of two buttons.
Subjects received immediate feedback, with the ﬁxation cross
color changing to green following correct responses and red

Figure 1. Delayed-recognition tasks for motion direction. (A) The one-item delayed-recognition task was used to generate date for classiﬁer training. The data from
the last 6 s of the delay period, accounting for a 4-s hemodynamic lag, were used to train the classiﬁers. Subjects responded to the memory probe with a button press
to indicate a match or a nonmatch. (B) The two-item delayed-recognition task with an uninformative retrocue was included as an additional control condition for the
two-item task with retrocues. In the uninformative-cue trials, subjects saw a retrocue that contained both red and blue, meaning that both items had to be prioritized
in preparation for the memory probe. (C) In the two-item delayed-recognition task with retrocues, the color of centrally presented squares (the retrocues) indicated
which of the two memory items would be relevant for the upcoming probe. The item prioritized by the retrocue is assumed to be in the FoA, whereas the uncued
item is assumed to be unattended.
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following incorrect responses. Subjects performed four blocks
of this task; each block comprised 22 trials over 7 min. Trials
were balanced so that stimuli of both colors (red and blue)
appeared equally often, and so that there were 24 trials each of
the three dot movement directions plus 16 trials with pseudorandom movement directions.

Two-Item Delayed-Recognition Task with Retrocues
Each trial began with the serial presentation of two arrays of
moving dots (0.5 s each, with 0.5 s of ﬁxation in between), one
red and one blue (the order of the colors was randomized—
Fig. 2). After an initial delay period (8 s), a red or blue square
appeared over the ﬁxation cross (cue 1, 0.5 s), indicating by its
color which of the memory items would be the target of the
ﬁrst memory probe. After another delay period (7.5 s), a memory probe (another array of coherently moving dots, matched in
color to the cue) appeared to which subjects responded in the
same manner as the one-item delayed-recognition task. After
feedback, a second cue (cue 2, 0.5 s) appeared—on half of the
trials it indicated the same item as the ﬁrst cue (cue-repeat
trials), and on the remaining trials it indicated the initially
uncued item (cue-switch trials). The presence of cue-switch
trials guaranteed that subjects could not simply forget the item
that was initially uncued, because there was a 50% likelihood
that this item would be the target of the second probe.
Feedback was provided after each response. Randomly intermixed within the blocks of the two-item task with retrocues
were trials in which the ﬁrst retrocue was uninformative about
the target of the memory probe, in that it was half red and half
blue (Fig. 2); on these trials, subjects had to wait until they saw
the color of the probe to know which memory item was the target. These uninformative-cue trials ended after the offset of the
ﬁrst probe. In all other ways, including timing and appearance
of the stimuli, delay period length, and response period, these
trials were identical to the two-item delayed-recognition task
with retrocues. Altogether, there were 126 two-item trials, with
the following distribution: 72 were two-cue trials with canonical motion directions; 12 were two-cue trials with random

Figure 2. Univariate and multivariate analysis of data from the one-item
delayed-recognition task. Pictured in the top left are ROIs (from a representative
subject), constructed by taking voxels with the most signiﬁcant phasic response
to the sample (orange) or with the most signiﬁcant sustained, elevated delayperiod signal (cyan). Areas in green show voxels that appear in both ROIs. The
aggregated BOLD signal from these ROIs is illustrated in the bottom left, with
sample onset at 0 s and the probe onset at 10 s. The width of the ribbons represents mean ± SEM, with spline interpolation (third-degree polynomial) across
the group-averaged results to create continuous curves. On the right are plotted
the MVPA results obtained from k-fold cross-validation decoding of the direction of motion from delay-period activity in these regions.

motion directions; 36 were uninformative-retrocue trials with
canonical motion directions; and 6 were uninformative-cue
trials with random motion directions.

Analysis of Behavioral Data
Even though subjects’ overall performance was kept near 75%
accuracy due to the dynamic staircasing procedure, performance could vary between different response types. We compared reaction times and accuracies between different trial
types using two-tailed, paired t-tests, primarily to ensure that
subjects’ behavior accorded with our expectations (e.g., that
accuracy was higher on the second probe of cue-repeat trials,
after feedback had been provided).

Generation of ROIs
Functional ROI Generation
We performed a general linear model (GLM) analysis for each
subject on the data from the one-item delayed-recognition task
in order to identify brain regions of interest (ROIs) for the
MVPA. Each epoch of the task, including the sample, delay, and
probe, was modeled, along with covariates to control for
motion and block-speciﬁc effects. The sample and probe were
modeled as 2 s boxcars and the delay as a boxcar of 8 s. All
were convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function. Each of these independent regressors was entered into a
modiﬁed GLM for analysis using AFNI. We were particularly
interested in voxels showing signiﬁcant activation to the sample and signiﬁcant sustained, elevated activation during the
delay period. For each subject, we extracted the 2000 voxels
with the highest positive t-statistic associated with the sample
and delay regressors. These voxels composed the “sample” and
“delay” ROIs used for MVPA. We also computed a “delay minus
sample” mask for each subject, in which we extracted the voxels that showed the maximal positive difference between the
t-statistics for the delay and sample regressors from the
subject-speciﬁc GLM—this procedure had the effect of selecting
for delay-speciﬁc voxels that did not exhibit transient sampleevoked signal. This approach to ROI generation has been used
in prior studies in our laboratory (Riggall and Postle 2012;
Emrich et al. 2013) has the advantage of accounting for individual differences in task-relevant neural activity. Additionally,
because the GLM used for ROI generation did not model the different stimulus types, the generation of the ROIs is effectively
independent from the subsequent classiﬁcation of trials by
stimulus type. Thus, our approach does not represent “doubledipping,” which can be deﬁned as selecting voxels based on
properties that will be used for a subsequent statistical test,
and so the success or failure of decoding analyses can be validly assessed.

Anatomical ROI Generation
Anatomical ROIs were generated using an automated parcellation method from FreeSurfer. Brieﬂy, a surface mesh model
was reconstructed for each subject. Each subject’s surface was
then auto-parcellated based on the folding pattern of the gyri
and sulci. We generated ROIs corresponding to occipital cortex
regions V1, V2, and MT+ in this manner. We also hand-drew
ROIs for the intraparietal sulcus, which also encompassed
much of the bordering superior and inferior parietal lobules,
and the prefrontal cortex, encompassing all of Brodmann areas
9 and 46 and including parts of Brodmann areas 10, 11, and 47.
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Multivariate Pattern Analyses of fMRI Data
MVPA was performed in MATLAB using the Princeton MVPA
toolbox (http://code.google.com/p/princeton-mvpa-toolbox).
The classiﬁcation algorithm used for this analysis was logistic
regression, with a penalty term of 10. The classiﬁcation was performed in several functionally and anatomically deﬁned ROIs.
No other preclassiﬁcation feature selection was performed.
For all classiﬁcation analyses, we used only those trials with
directions of motion drawn from the three canonical directions
(73, 193, 313), and discarded the ﬁrst trial of each run. We did
not throw out trials in which subjects gave an incorrect
response, because our staircase procedure forced performance
to stay near the 75% mark, thereby permitting us to assume
that the same processes were engaged, at a comparable level,
on each trial; and to do so for both trial types. All neural data
were z-scored across trials, within runs, before MVPA.
MVPA Validation and Training—One-Item Delayed-Recognition
Task
First, the classiﬁcation procedure was validated using k-fold
cross-validation on the data from the one-item delayed-recognition task. Preprocessed fMRI data from the last 6 s (three
volumes) of each 8-s delay period, after accounting for a 4-s
hemodynamic lag, were used for the analysis. Our analysis
scheme considered each functional volume (acquired over a 2-s
TR) as a separate training exemplar, so that every trial yielded
three exemplars. Each exemplar had associated with it an array
of features corresponding to BOLD signal in voxels in the ROI
used. The k-fold cross-validation scheme (k = 68, due to tossing
the ﬁrst trial of each run) trained a classiﬁer on data from 67
trials and then used this classiﬁer to test the excluded three
volumes from the one withheld trial. This process was repeated
until every trial had been held out for testing. The statistical
signiﬁcance of classiﬁer accuracy was evaluated by performing
a one-sample, one-tailed t-test comparing accuracy to chance
performance (33%). Data from one subject for which the crossvalidation classiﬁcation accuracy was below chance were not
included in subsequent analyses.
MVPA Decoding—Two-Item Delayed-Recognition Task with
Retrocues
The classiﬁers trained on data from the one-item delayed-recognition task were then applied to the data from the two-item
delayed-recognition task with retrocues, producing a measure
of classiﬁer evidence for each stimulus at each time point (note
that classiﬁer evidence can be construed as an estimate of the
similarity between patterns of activity in a training data set
and test data set). Classiﬁer evidence was averaged separately
across cue-switch and cue-repeat trials for the initially cued,
initially uncued, and not present stimulus. In order to assess
the signiﬁcance of the critical delay-period evidence, we used
the mean of the BOLD signal acquired during during two TRs,
in the middle 4 s of the delay period, accounting for a 4-s hemodynamic lag. Excluding the ﬁrst and last volumes of each delay
period minimized any inﬂuence of the evoked responses to the
cues and probes, which were not signals of interest in this analysis—however, including the data from these TRs did not alter
the pattern of results. We ﬁrst computed an omnibus ANOVA,
incorporating data from each of the three delay periods, both
main trial types (cue-repeat and cue-switch), and each of the
stimulus types, sorted trial-by-trial on the basis of whether the
stimulus was selected by the ﬁrst cue, present on the trial but
not selected by the ﬁrst cue, or not present on the trial (thus,
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the three item-level classiﬁer evidence estimates obtained from
each trial were each sorted as initially cued, initially uncued,
and not present).
We also performed a follow-up analysis to address the
possibility that UMIs may be encoded by different patterns of
brain activity than AMIs, including that they may be stored in
different brain areas altogether, by running a leave-one out
cross-validation analysis on the two-item data with a roving
searchlight. We restricted this analysis to the critical postcue
delay period, utilizing three functional volumes from each trial,
corresponding to the last 6 s of the ﬁrst postcue delay period
(trial time 11.25 –17.25 s). Because of the presence of two stimuli
on each trial, we performed separate analyses for the presence
of each stimulus for the cued and uncued cases. To illustrate
the scheme, for the cued case for motion in the direction of 73°,
the 24 trials with this stimulus present as the ﬁrst-cued memory item were labeled as “group A,” regardless of the identity of
the second memory item; the 24 trials without this stimulus,
that is, trials with dot-motion directions of 193° and 313°, were
labeled as “group B.” In this way, groups A and B differ by the
presence of the critical stimulus 73°. This is then repeated for
each of the three stimuli, and for the uncued condition as well
(wherein group A is deﬁned as those trials with the critical
stimulus present but not selected by the ﬁrst retrocue). Using
this method of labeling the two-item data, we performed a
two-step classiﬁcation using the searchlight method of
Kriegeskorte et al. (2006) for feature selection combined with a
leave-one-out classiﬁcation design. Brieﬂy, for each voxel we
constructed a spherical ROI with a radius of four voxels, constrained by the whole brain mask. We then trained a classiﬁer
for each spherical ROI using the ﬁrst four fMRI runs, and then
tested this classiﬁer on the ﬁfth fMRI run, with the resultant
accuracy assigned to the voxel at the center of the spherical
searchlight ROI. From these initial searchlight results, we
selected the voxels with the 200 highest decoding accuracies to
compose a searchlight-deﬁned ROI, and retrained a new classiﬁer on the same four fMRI runs using only these voxels. Finally,
we tested this classiﬁer on the sixth, as-yet-unused fMRI
run, allowing a test of the generalization of the information
identiﬁed by the searchlight procedure. This analysis was
iterated six times, so that each of the six runs was utilized
once as the ﬁnal testing run. This method is substantially
similar to that described in the documentation for the
Princeton MVPA Toolbox (https://github.com/PrincetonUniver
sity/princeton-mvpa-toolbox/wiki).

Bayesian Statistical Analysis
Because this experiment was designed to test for the presence
or absence of evidence for neural representations, we calculated Bayes factors for the critical comparisons of evidence
between memory items and evidence for an absent stimulus
(the latter of which served as a baseline) to better evaluate our
results. The Bayes factor can be understood as the ratio of the
likelihood of the alternate hypothesis compared with the null
hypothesis. In order to calculate a Bayes factor, it is necessary
to provide a prior probability distribution for the alternate
hypothesis—to do this, we used a previously published and
validated calculator (Dienes, 2014). To constrain this distribution, we utilized the decoding results from the one-item task—
speciﬁcally, the difference in evidence between the correct and
the two incorrect stimulus types on each trial—to estimate a
maximum plausible value above baseline for the evidence of
the AMI and UMI, reasoning that one would not expect the
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evidence above baseline in the two-item task to exceed the differences found in the simpler, one-item task used to train the
classiﬁers. Because specifying any particular value or shape for
the distribution of expected evidence differences would require
some guesswork, we chose the simplest possible prior, a
uniform distribution extending from zero difference to the
maximum plausible difference. Alternatives, such as a halfGaussian distribution centered at the maximum plausible value
or a Gaussian centered at the midpoint, were also considered,
but ultimately rejected because they might excessively bias the
results—but, Bayes factors calculated using those prior distributions agreed substantively with those of the uniform
distribution.

Results
Behavioral Results
In the one-item delayed-recognition task, the adaptive staircase procedure manipulation kept the performance at 73.6%
(SD = 5.8%). In the two-item delayed-recognition task, the overall performance across all probes was 73.0%, SD = 4.6% (among
the seven subjects whose neural data from the two-item,
delayed-recognition task were analyzed). Subjects were more
accurate on the second probe of cue-repeat trials (M = 81 %,
SD = 6.3%) than on the second probe of cue-switch trials
(M = 64.9%, SD = 8.4%; t(6) = 5.7, P = 0.001)—this may be due to
feedback after the ﬁrst probe, as performance improved from
the ﬁrst (M = 71.0%, SD = 6.5%) probe to the second probe on
cue-repeat trials (t(6) = 3.6, P = 0.01). Because a staircasing procedure continuously adjusted the difﬁculty of the task to maintain accuracy near 75%, these behavioral results can only be
taken to indicate that subjects were engaged with the task and
were performing it correctly.

Classiﬁcation Results—One-Item Delayed-Recognition
Task
The ﬁrst step of our analysis entailed the k-fold cross-validation classiﬁcation of trials from the one-item delayed-recognition task on the basis of the direction of motion of the memory
sample. This analysis was performed using multivariate patterns of delay-period BOLD signal from two different
functionally-deﬁned ROIs, deﬁned uniquely for each subject.
The “sample” ROI comprised the 2000 voxels with the most signiﬁcant sample-evoked activity, and the “delay” ROI comprised
the 2000 voxels with the most signiﬁcant sustained, elevated
delay-period activity. The sample ROI primarily included voxels
in visual cortex and area MT+, though some voxels were in parietal and frontal regions; the delay ROI partially overlapped
with the sample-evoked ROI, but included much more extensive portions of parietal and frontal cortex (Fig. 2). In the sample ROI, decoding was well above chance (M = 45.3%, SD = 8.9%,
P = 0.006; Fig. 2); in the delay ROI, decoding was less successful,
but still signiﬁcantly above chance (M = 38.2%, SD = 5.2%, P =
0.02; Fig. 2). When the delay ROI was restricted only to voxels
showing selective sustained delay-period activity, that did not
show a transient sample-evoked response, decoding trended
toward being signiﬁcantly different from chance (M = 36.9%,
SD = 5.1%; P = 0.07). Though comparing classiﬁer accuracies
between regions was not the primary aim of the study, we also
performed classiﬁcation in a series of anatomical ROIs, selected
because of their potential importance for WM (Fig. 3).
Classiﬁcation was well above chance in visual areas V1, V2, and
area MT+ (M = 39.6%, 48.6%, and 39.6%, respectively), but closer

Figure 3. Multivariate analysis of one-item delayed-recognition task data in
anatomical ROIs. Plotted are the MVPA results obtained from k-fold cross-validation decoding of the direction of motion from delay-period activity in the anatomically deﬁned ROIs.

to chance levels in prefrontal cortex and parietal cortex
(M = 35.4% and 34.2%, respectively). Because the sample ROI
yielded excellent cross-validation accuracy and our aim was to
utilize a decoding algorithm sensitive to sensorimotor representations, we used this ROI in subsequent decoding analysis of
data from the two-item delayed-recognition task with retrocues.

Classiﬁcation Results—Two-Item Delayed-Recognition
Task with Retrocues
In order to extract estimates of the level of activation of itemlevel representations in different states in short-term memory,
we applied classiﬁers trained on the one-item delayed-recognition task to data from the two-item delayed-recognition task
with retrocues. We only analyzed those trials in which the
directions of motion of the dots were drawn from the three
canonical directions (73°, 193°, and 313°). The evidence
obtained for each stimulus was collapsed with respect to
whether that item was present (initially cued or initially
uncued) or not present on each trial (Fig. 4). In both cue-repeat
and cue-switch trials, the evidence for the initially cued item
remained elevated following the presentation of the ﬁrst retrocue—note that the cue was simply a colored square, and therefore could not, by itself, explain the elevated evidence for one
direction of motion over another. In cue-repeat trials, the same
pattern was observed after the onset of the second retrocue. In
cue-switch trials, evidence for the previously irrelevant direction of motion was reinstated above baseline, and evidence for
the previously relevant direction of motion dropped to baseline.
Note that prior to the onset of the stimuli, all three evidence
traces were relatively high. This is due to the inﬂuence of the
previous trial’s probe, which, having ~1/3 probability of targeting any of the three canonical stimuli, had the effect of
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Figure 4. Multivariate analysis of two-item delayed-recognition task with retrocues. Mean classiﬁer evidence values are plotted separately for cue-repeat (left) and
cue-switch trials (right). The three canonical directions of motion were collapsed across all trials into new categories deﬁned by the ﬁrst cue: cued (red) is the direction indicated by the ﬁrst cue, uncued (blue) is the direction of the other moving-dot array which is not selected by the ﬁrst cue, and absent (gray) is the direction of
motion not present on that trial. Time is represented on the horizontal axis. The critical delay-period intervals used for statistical analysis are indicated by the graydashed lines. The geometric symbols above the timeline represent events in the trial, with stimulus presentation (circles) from 0 to 1.75 s, the ﬁrst cue (triangle) at
9.75 s, the ﬁrst probe (square) at 17.25 s, the second cue (triangle) at 19.25 s, and the second probe (square) at 26.75 s. The width of the ribbons represents mean ± SEM,
with spline interpolation (third-degree polynomial) across the group-averaged results to create continuous curves. The actual mean evidence values are also plotted
for each trace, centered at the midpoint of the TR.

equivalently increasing each of the three evidence. We performed a 3 × 2 × 3 repeated measures ANOVA with the factors
of delay period (ﬁrst/second/third), trial type (cue-repeat/cueswitch), and stimulus type (initially cued/initially uncued/not
present). There was a signiﬁcant three-way interaction (F4,24 =
4.25, P = 0.01), reﬂecting the reversal in evidence values
between initially cued and initially uncued stimuli between
delay 2 and delay 3 that occurred only on cue-switch trials.
Because procedure was to evaluate for active neural representations by testing for above-baseline evidence, we calculated
Bayes factors for the critical comparisons of delay-period evidences to determine which of two alternate hypotheses was
more likely to be true: the null hypothesis that item-level classiﬁer evidence was not higher than baseline, or the alternative
hypothesis that the evidence was above baseline for UMIs. For
the crucial delay period after the ﬁrst retrocue, the Bayes factors for the cued stimuli were 4.14 and 10.15 for cue-repeat and
cue-switch trials, respectively; these numbers signify how
much more likely it is that the evidence is greater than baseline
rather than the null hypothesis that it is not. For the uncued
stimuli in the ﬁrst postcue delay period, the Bayes factors for
cue-repeat (0.31) and cue-switch (0.21) trials indicate that the
null hypothesis is approximately 3.2 and 4.8 times more likely
than the alternative hypothesis for the two trial types, respectively. The t-statistics and P-values for all pairwise comparisons
of delay-period evidence can be found in Supplementary
Table 1. We also performed a set post hoc power analyses in
order to illustrate our statistical power under several different
assumed effect sizes. To create these effect sizes, we used the
difference between the AMI and baseline classiﬁer evidence
and the pooled standard deviation over these two measures.
Post hoc, we were 94.9% powered to have detected the AMI in
the cue-stay trials and 97.9% powered on cue-switch trials. To
have detected a representation for a UMI with half the evidence
level of the AMI (relative to the baseline amount of evidence for
the absent stimulus), we were 75.8% powered on cue-stay trials
and 76.1% powered on cue-switch trials. If the UMI had only

one-fourth the relative level of evidence of an AMI, then our
power dropped to 32.2% for cue-stay trials and 32.3% for cueswitch trials.
As an additional control analysis, we also examined the
uninformative-cue trials using the classiﬁers trained on delayperiod activity from the one-item task in the sample-deﬁned
ROI (Fig. 5). The postcue delay period from the uninformativecue trials provides a highly relevant additional control condition. During that delay period, two items must be held in memory, equally prioritized in anticipation of a probe, at the exact
same postsample delay as the critical delay period analyzed for
the UMIs above. A Bayesian analysis of the evidence from the
evidence from this delay period yields Bayes factors of 4.45 and
1.58 for the both the to-be-probed and not-to-be-probed AMIs,
respectively, indicating how many times more likely it is that
the MVPA evidence for these two items are above baseline
rather than at baseline level. This result shows that our classiﬁcation analysis can show above-baseline evidence for two
memory items after a retrocue, when both remain AMIs, at the
same time postsample that evidence for UMIs was found to be
at baseline.
Finally, because we were unable to ﬁnd above-baseline evidence for the UMI in the sample-deﬁned ROI, we also performed a supplemental whole brain searchlight classiﬁcation
analysis, in which we trained the classiﬁers only on the twoitem task (see Methods for a description of the exact classiﬁcation scheme). This analysis failed to successfully decode the
AMI (M = 48.9% [chance = 50%], t(7) = 0.54, one-tailed P = 0.6) or
the UMI (M = 50.5%, t(7) = 0.26, one-tailed P = 0.4).

Discussion
In this study, we tested the hypothesis that active neural representations are present for items in short-term memory outside
the FoA (UMIs) in the same way that these representations are
present for memory items in the FoA (AMIs). This hypothesis is
suggested by several models of short-term memory that posit
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similar representations, but with intermediate levels of activation, for items in short-term memory that are not selected by
the FoA (Cowan, 1988; McElree, 1998; Oberauer, 2002). Two previous studies (Lewis-Peacock et al. 2012; LaRocque et al. 2013)
have failed to support this hypothesis, in that they failed to
ﬁnd evidence for elevated neural activation of UMIs. Because
the MVPA methods employed in those studies featured only
category-level speciﬁcity, however, their interpretation is
equivocal. The present study, in contrast, employed a design
and analysis with a level of speciﬁcity that afforded the detection of, and discrimination between, individual stimuli. Using a
Bayesian analysis, we were able to show that UMI evidence
being at baseline levels is the more likely hypothesis to account
for our results. This absence of evidence for active neural
representation of UMIs thus represents an important extension
of the previous studies’ results. We will ﬁrst discuss the interpretability and limitations of this result before turning to its
theoretical implications.
Before proceeding to interpret our results, it is important to
acknowledge and discuss their limitations, especially those
related to the localization, magnitude, and quality of any
neural signal related to UMIs. We showed that such a signal
was not evident in subject-speciﬁc functional ROIs, deﬁned on
the basis of sample-evoked activity. We chose this ROI because
it was possible to decode stimulus identity from delay-period
activity in this ROI with a comparatively high degree of accuracy (Fig. 2). We cannot rule out, however, the possibility that a
memory item could have been retained by a qualitatively different, yet still active, representation when it was not selected
by a cue. One concrete example of an analogous phenomenon
is from the Emrich et al. (2013) study that used very similar
stimuli. In this study, a classiﬁer successfully trained to discriminate stimuli from sample-evoked activity failed to decode
stimulus identity from late in the delay period, and the converse was true for a classiﬁer trained on data from late in the
delay period. This suggests that the neural representations of
our moving-dot stimuli are different when they are being
viewed than when they are being held in WM (see also Albers
et al. 2013). Another example comes from Lee et al. (2013), who
could decode WM representations of visually presented objects
from posterior visual areas when subjects were preparing to
make a ﬁne-grained perceptual judgment about the memory
probe, but not when they were preparing to make a categorical
judgment; the converse was true for the prefrontal cortex.
(Note, however, that neither of the factors that account for the
recoding of stimulus representations in these studies apply directly to the interpretation of the present study.)
A second possibility that we cannot rule out is that the UMIrelated neural signal might still be present in the ROI we analyzed, but at a level too small to be detected by the present
study. This limitation is mitigated by the Bayesian analyses we
employed, which suggested that the null hypothesis of no
above-baseline UMI-related signal is actually more likely than
the alternative of above-baseline signal. Finally, a third possible
limitation of our results arises from the nature of our classiﬁer
design. By training on data from the one-item task, we are able
to generate classiﬁers that unequivocally distinguished the
retention of single, attended stimulus. These classiﬁers successfully, simultaneously decoded both memory items during
the precue delay period (Fig. 4), one AMI during the postcue
delay periods (Fig. 4), and two items during the postuninformative-cue delay period (Fig. 5). However, it is possible
that neural activity related to a UMI might qualitatively differ
from that required for remembering a single memory item, in
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Figure 5. Multivariate analysis of two-item delayed-recognition task with uninformative retrocues. Mean classiﬁer evidence values are plotted for the
uninformative-cue trials, using the same plotting conventions as Figure 4 with
the following exception. Here, the three canonical directions of motion were
collapsed across all trials into new categories deﬁned by which item was probed
on each trial: the direction that was target of the memory probe (red), the direction that was present but not probed (blue), and absent (gray), the direction of
motion not present on that trial. Time is represented on the horizontal axis,
with stimulus presentation (circles) from 0 to 1.75 s, the uninformative cue (two
triangles) at 9.75 s, and the probe (square) at 17.25 s. As in Figure 4, the width of
the ribbons represents mean ± SEM, with spline interpolation (third-degree
polynomial) across the group-averaged results to create continuous curves. The
actual mean evidence values are also plotted for each trace, centered at the
midpoint of the TR.

which case our classiﬁers trained on the one-item task would
be insensitive to UMIs. Though this study was not designed to
test this hypothesis, we attempted to test the possibility of a
within-trial recoding of the UMI-related signal into a novel
active representation by training and testing classiﬁers on the
two-item task using a whole brain searchlight analysis.
Unfortunately, this approach failed to successfully decode the
AMI or the UMI. This failure could be due to the limited number
of trials available for this analysis (see Methods—only two-thirds
of those used for the principal analysis), or the increased noise
inherent in training a classiﬁer to be sensitive to one of two stimuli that are present on each trial (as seen in Emrich et al. 2013,
classiﬁer performance declines monotonically with load).
The amount of caution we must take in interpreting our
result is somewhat mitigated by the considerable sensitivity of
MVPA. Unlike univariate analyses, in which regional signal
intensity changes are averaged, MVPA makes no assumptions
about homogeneity of function in a given brain region (in that
all voxels in a region are not assumed to equally contribute to a
representation), nor does it require that concurrent changes in
signal intensity in individual voxels share the same sign.
Indeed, it has been shown that MVPA can successfully decode
at an item level the contents of WM in regions that show no
elevated delay-period activity (Riggall and Postle 2012; Emrich
et al. 2013); furthermore, this method has been shown to be
successful at decoding the category of memory items from a
data set from which all “category selective” voxels, as identiﬁed
by GLM, have been removed (Lewis-Peacock and Postle, 2012).
Furthermore, MVPA has been shown to be remarkably sensitive
to patterns of neural activity reﬂecting very subtle cognitive
distinctions, including: which of two overlapping gratings
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subjects are attending (Kamitani and Tong, 2005); the mnemonic precision of memory for directions of motion (Emrich
et al. 2013); the orientation of laterally presented stimulus from
ipsilateral visual cortex (Ester et al. 2009); and information
about visually masked stimuli in the absence of subjective
awareness (Haynes and Rees, 2005; Sterzer et al. 2008). In light
of this demonstrably high sensitivity of MVPA, and in light of
the ability, in this study, to decode both memory items before
the onset of the ﬁrst retrocue, we feel it is permissible to interpret the lack of evidence for active neural representations of
UMIs that are similar to those of AMIs. Furthermore, by calculating Bayes factors, which allow the estimation of the likelihood of competing hypotheses being true, we were able to
show that the null hypothesis is more likely to be true than the
alternative of above-baseline evidence for UMIs.
The results of the present study are interesting to compare
with those of Emrich et al. (2013). In that study, subjects also
performed a WM task for directions of motion, with one, two, or
three moving-dot arrays serially presented on each trial. Both
classiﬁer sensitivity to the remembered direction and behavioral estimates of mnemonic precision decreased with increasing memory load, suggesting that the stimulus information
decodable from activity in visual cortex is a correlate of behavioral precision. In the present work, however, we found a binary
distinction, in that classiﬁer evidence was present only for
AMIs, and not for UMIs. This naturally raises the question: in
the Emrich et al. (2013) study, were all of the memory items on
the load-three trials AMIs? This interpretation invokes what
Oberauer has termed the “broad focus” of attention (Oberauer
and Hein 2012). In this interpretation, multiple memory items
must compete for limited attentional resources, so that each is
maintained with equal precision for the duration of the delay
period. Another alternative, consonant with an FoA limited to
one item (McElree 1998), is that each item was sequentially
selected and deselected by the FoA in a “refreshing”-like process
(Higgins and Johnson 2009). The lack of temporal speciﬁcity
inherent in the BOLD signal could make such a process manifest
as a constant, intermediate level of decoding for all of the memory items. A third possibility is that on each load-three trial,
subjects may have arbitrarily chosen one of the three items to
focus on as an AMI, so that “on average,” across trials, classiﬁcation performance for all items appeared to be graded as a function of load. It is even possible that subjects may have adopted
each of these strategies on different trials. To tease apart the
issue of how multiple items in memory are selected by attention will be a difﬁcult task, perhaps requiring set-size manipulations in the context of a retrocuing paradigm to allow more
precise experimental control of the allocation of attention.
An intriguing line of discussion emerging from these results
concerns the distinction between WM and LTM. One could pose
the question: should a UMI be considered to be “in” WM or LTM?
This question is especially relevant because we argue that
ongoing elevated neural signal, the “active trace” long held to be
a neural marker of WM (Hebb 1949), may not required for UMIs.
To resolve this issue, it is helpful to return to the actual behavior
being studied; that is, the transient retention, over an interval of
~20–30 s, of the direction in which an array of dots was moving.
To our mind, this is incontrovertibly short-term memory in a
behavioral sense. It may be the case that mechanisms traditionally associated with LTM, for example, synaptic plasticity, play a
role in this behavior. Indeed, we recently performed an experiment in which subjects were given a surprise memory test for
items (pictures of everyday objects such as a telephone or a
book) seen 1 week earlier in the context of a delayed-recognition
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task with retrocues (LaRocque, Eichenbaum et al. 2015). There
was no improvement in LTM for items which had been UMIs—
however, LTM performance was reliably above chance for all
item types, illustrating that long-term encoding does occur in
the context of a short-term recognition task with retrocues. The
behavior of recognizing items after a brief delay, whether they
have been continuously attended or not, can be accurately
described with the term WM; the results of the present study
suggest that this term should not be understood to imply the
neurophysiological mechanism of an “active neural trace.”
The present results, along with those of previous categorylevel decoding studies, offer a strong case that UMIs are not
maintained with active neural representations—at least, not an
active representation of the same sort observed for AMIs, that is
detectable in patterns of BOLD or EEG signal. As we have noted
previously (LaRocque, Lewis-Peacock et al. 2014), the present
design does not allow us to test how UMIs might be retained, if
not by an active mechanism detectable in fMRI or EEG signals.
However, we can speculate that a weight-based mechanism
comprising a network of transiently potentiated synapses
(Sugase-Miyamoto et al. 2008; Erickson, Maramara, and Lisman,
2009; Barak and Tsodyks, 2014) would be a physiologically
plausible retention mechanism that is consistent with our ﬁndings. In this scenario, the pattern of neural activity established
by encoding of a memory item in the FoA would vanish after
the FoA shifts; left behind, however, would be a network of synaptic weights reconﬁgured by the recent activity. In this way,
when attention reselects a previously UMI, the return of activity
to the network of transiently potentiated synapses would permit the reinstatement of the original pattern of neural activity.
A perturbation-based approach, such as transcranial magnetic
stimulation, could potentially unmask such a latent trace.
In conclusion, the present study adds important additional
evidence to the question of whether an active sensorimotor
representation is required for WM, by showing that item-level
MVPA reveals no evidence for such a representation when
items are retained in WM, but outside the FoA.
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Supplementary material can be found at: http://www.cercor.
oxfordjournals.org/.
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